FRA weekly 25 February - 4 March

1. HIGHLIGHTS

a. FRA issues Opinion on implications of proposed Regulation on preventing terrorist
content online
In response to a request of the European Parliament of 6 February 2019, the EU Agency for
Fundamental Rights has issued an Opinion on the Proposal for a Regulation on preventing the
dissemination of terrorist content online and its fundamental rights implications.

b. Grant victims of crime better justice
About 1 in 7 people every year are victims of crime across the EU. On 22 February, European Day for
Victims of Crime, FRA calls on Member States to offer better protection to ensure safeguarding
victims’ rights is not just a paper exercise.

2. WHAT’S COMING UP

a. Conference to focus on AI impact on human rights
The Finnish Presidency of the Council of Europe Committee of Ministers and the Council of Europe
are jointly organising a high-level conference on the impact of artificial intelligence development on
human rights, democracy and the rule of law. The agency’s Director, Michael O’Flaherty, will speak
on a panel on the impact of AI-powered techniques on such human rights as privacy and freedom of
expression. The conference will bring together experts from governments, international
organisations, businesses, technology, academia and research, civil society and the media. It takes
place from 26 to 27 February in Helsinki. (Contact David Reichel)

b. Holy See discusses sustainable development goals
FRA Director Michael O’Flaherty will participate in the International Conference on ‘Religions and
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)’ in the Vatican from 7 to 9 March. He will contribute to
the discussions by presenting examples of relevant data (such as Roma children, violence against
children and child poverty). He will advocate for a rights-based approach to sustainable
development. The conference aims to contribute to the first-four-yearly review of the 2030 Agenda
for Sustainable Development through a dialogue among experts from the UN, other international
organisations and major religions. The discussion will assess the actual implementation of the SDGs
at the national level. It will also focus on the contribution that religion can make to implementing
the SDGs and the interreligious commitment to an inclusive sustainable future. Specific sessions will
looked at partnership and leaving no one behind. The conference aims to produce a call with key
messages from the discussions to feed into the High Level Political Forum in New York on the 2030
Agenda. The event is being organised jointly by the Dicastery for Promoting Integral Human
Development and the Pontifical Council for Inter-religious Dialogue. (Contact: Massimo Toschi)

c. FRA joins annual meeting of Council of Bars and Law Societies of Europe
The FRA Director will address the Standing Committee of the Council of Bars and Law Societies of
Europe (CCBE) on 28 February in Vienna. The CCBE represents the Bars and Law Societies of 32
member countries and 13 further associate and observer countries, and through them over one
million European lawyers. The meeting of the Standing Committee brings together the heads of the
national Bars and Law Societies who meet to discuss a wide-range of issues, including those related
to fundamental rights and rule of law. (Contact: Jana Gajdosova)

d. EU Council discusses Sustainable Development Goals

On 27 February in Brussels, the agency will take part in the EU Council’s Working Party on 2030
Agenda for Sustainable Development. FRA’s presentation will focus on human rights dimensions of
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in the EU. It will present examples of relevant data for
SDG 10 on reducing inequalities within and among countries, with a particular focus on children and
youth. (Contact: Massimo Toschi)

e. Bar Associations Presidents conference to focus on Rule of law
The FRA Director Michael O’Flaherty will deliver a keynote speech to the 47th European Conference
of Presidents of Bar Associations and Law Societies. The conference will bring together over 200
participants from all parts of Europe including representatives of international lawyers’
organisations. This year, the conference will focus on the Rule of Law. The conference will take place
on 1 March in Vienna. (Contact: Gabriel Toggenburg)

f. FRA’s Executive Board to meet
The FRA Executive Board will hold its 51st meeting at the Agency on 1 March. The Executive Board
will discuss several issues concerning FRA’s ongoing work. (Contact: Elena Balzarini)

g. Voting rights of people deprived of legal capacity
On 26 February in Brussels, the agency will take part in the event #ThisTimeWeAreVoting.
Discussions will focus on what is needed to ensure that people with disabilities can vote on an equal
basis with others. At the event, FRA will launch its paper Who will (not) get to vote in the 2019
European Parliament elections? The paper updates previous FRA research on the situation of the
right to vote of people deprived of legal capacity. It highlights legal reforms in the area since 2014
and identifies some of the drivers of these changes. The event is being hosted by Vice President of
the European Parliament Sylvie Guillaume and is being organised by Inclusion Europe.
(Contact: Martha Stickings)

h. Conference focuses on criminal justice in cyberspace
The Romanian Presidency of the Council of the European Union is hosting a conference on criminal
justice in cyberspace. The agency will present the FRA/ Council of Europe joint project to produce
a handbook on European Law relating cybercrime and fundamental rights. The conference is being
organised by the Ministry of Justice of Romania in cooperation with the Council of Europe. It will
take place from 25 to 27 February in Bucharest. (Contact: Antonio Gutiérrez)

i. FRA contributes to Council of Europe recommendations
The agency will join the Council of Europe’s meeting of the Steering Committee for Human Rights
(CDDH) in Strasbourg from 27 February to 1 March. FRA will feed into discussions on updating the
Committee of Ministers’ Recommendations on national human rights institutions and on
Ombudsperson institutions. (Contact: Eva Sobotka)

3. PAST ACTIVITIES

a. Applying human rights standards to sexual orientation and gender identity data
On 14 February in Geneva, the agency presented its second LGBTI survey to the expert meeting on
the application of human rights standards to SOGI-related data collection, storage and use. The
meeting was organised jointly by the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights and the
United Nations Development Programme. The discussions inform the work of the UN Independent
Expert on protection against violence and discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender
identity (SOGI). They will also feed into the independent expert’s next report to the Human Rights

Council, focusing on the role of data in creating awareness of violence and discrimination based on
sexual orientation and gender identity. FRA’s extensive work in this area is a good example of
applying the indicator framework developed by the OHCHR, with data collected concerning the
situation in the EU in terms of legal analysis (structural indicators), attitudes of professionals
(process indicators) and survey data on LGBTI people’s everyday experiences (outcome
indicators). (Contact: Sami Nevala)

